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“It’s Going Down” at the Tappa Tappa Keg and Quad Delt Mixer
BY CAROLINE PICARD

SOUTH FRAT QUAD—
New members of Greek organizations Tappa Tappa Keg and
Delta Delta Delta Delta attended their first mixer Saturday.
Delighted to talk to members of the opposite sex for
the first time in over a week,
Quad Delt’s new pledge class
was extremely eager to get
to know the true gentlemen
of TTK in addition to their
“AMΔΔΔΔZING” sisters, one
of whom may or may not be
named Sharon.1
“It’s so great to finally go out
and do all of the things that I
was expressly forbidden from

talking about during recruitment but were the sole reasons
I joined my sorority,” Quad
Delt freshman Kelly Stone said.

The night kicked off with
the girls pretending to understand the rules of slap cup
while inevitably passing the

Ball,” and then “Timber” again.
Other highlights of the
night included TTK junior
Dave Walberg and Quad Delt
Lucy Goldstein hooking up for
the sixth time since coming
back from break, but it is still
“definitely not a thing.”
Possibly Sarah, or, chances are,
Emily.
2
Also formerly known as belonging to Beta Delta Ksi, which was
then leasing it from Phi Kappa
Delta, which bought it from Rho
Tau Sigma after the tragic Lake
Michigan Hazing Incident of
1973.
3
Originally planned as a Wear
Tighter Clothing themed pregame.
1

After cramming onto the
10:34 shuttle with the rest of the
Panhellenic community, Quad
Delt went to TTK’s house2 for
a Wear Less Clothing3 themed
pregame.

cup to the wrong person on
four consecutive occasions.
After becoming sufficiently
beer-soaked, the attendees had
a sweaty dance party to hits including “Timber,” “Wrecking

Skinhead Street Artist Upset No One Appreciates His Work
BY TYLER DASWICK

EVANSTON — After critics described it as insensitive,
hateful, and absolutely putrid,
area skinhead Steve “The Artful Aryan” Sanger just cannot
believe his latest carved swastika is receiving such negative
feedback.
“I really thought it was my
best one yet,” said Sanger, referring to the piece of Nazi symbolism that he recently etched into
the side of a local car. “I thought
it really captured the message of
white supremacy and superiority that the National Socialist
German Worker’s Party strives
to instill in the ignorant mod-

ern world, and people just blew
up over it.”
At first, Sanger was pleased
with the amount of attention his
work was receiving, but when
he realized the reviews and
comments about his art were
consistently poor, his excitement quickly gave way to disappointment.
“This was supposed to be
my breakthrough,” said Sanger,
who had worked tirelessly to
make sure that each branch of
the symbol was of equal length
and angle. “Ever since the time
my buddies and I went downtown and had emblems of the
Third Reich tattooed across
our chests, art has been my life.

It sure sucks to see all of these
people not respond to it like you
hope.”
Other artistic efforts from
Sanger, who assured reporters that he hates Jews, [African-Americans], [Mexicans],
[Asians], gypsies, and [homosexuals] with equal passion,
have also gone without acclaim.

A recent piece titled “Kill all the

****ing *********s” was reamed
by local authorities, and “Eat my
white **** you ****ing pieces
of ignorant ****” received lessthan-favorable reviews. (The
piece on the car was similarly
titled, “Take this **** you ****
****-ass *****.”)
Despite this most recent
setback to his artistic career,
Sanger was adamant that he
would return to the scene
sometime down the road. “This
just means that I have to be bigger and better in the future,” he
said, scratching the head that he
shaved bare as a symbol of his
social rebellion. “You guys just
wait—you ain’t seen nothing
yet.”
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NU Engaging in Cover-Up That Will Shock You in 10 Years
BY ALEX GORDON

EVANSTON — Right now,
as you read this article, key
members of the Northwestern University administration are actively working to
conceal evidence of a large
and ongoing university-wide
scandal that will affect and
offend you in about ten
years.
“I would suggest that
Northwestern students try
to get a job or internship as
soon as possible, because
your degree will pretty much

be garbage once this leaks,”
said a University official
who refused to be named
although you will certainly know his name after the
scandal leaks in 2024.
“I really just hope that
we can keep a lid on this
until I die, which is pretty feasible,” said a healthy
23-year-old secretary at the
Feinberg School of Medicine
as he carefully coached his
coworkers on how to feign
gross incompetence in the
event of an investigation.
“We’re not bad people and

we didn’t start this,” said a
high-ranking Northwestern
faculty member who the reporters of 2024 will agree
was a bad person who started the scandal.
“On the bright side, a
Medill student might bust
the story on this one, which
would definitely guarantee
some sort of Pulitzer,” said
a major Northwestern University official as he gingerly
fed documents into a paper
shredder.
“I look forward to earning
the first Pulitzer for Sherman

Ave,” confirmed Sara Lin,
a 7-year-old child who will
be a freshman at the Medill
School of Journalism in a decade.
“Luckily, none of this
could reflect poorly on our
athletic department or our
past athletic accomplishments. Those beauties will
remain the unstained jewels
of Northwestern University
after everything else goes to
shit,” said a masked Chris
Collins. He proceeded to
shoot and kill a witness of
the scandal.

University Anti-Career Services Urges Students to Watch Netflix
BY BRIAN CAPELLA

EVANSTON — Northwestern University Anti-Career
Services issued a press release
Tuesday that included instructions on how not to further
one’s career. It read: “In this day
and age, students are subject to
immense amounts of pressure
to get a good job and make a
lot of money. It’s our job to
counter this ridiculous notion.
To that end, we are urging all
undergraduate students to
watch at least eleven hours of
Netflix per day.”
The Northwestern Anti-Career Services office was founded seven years ago in response
to the increasing prevalence
of pre-professionalism. Since
then, it has grown into one of
the largest offices on campus,
employing many students to
accomplish the goal of keeping
students unemployed.
Park Mesnell, Executive Director for University Anti-Career Services was adamant

about his office’s position on
the matter. “I can’t believe the
number of people that attend
job fairs. Don’t these people
have something better to do
than waste away their lives by
getting jobs? It makes me sick.”

been advocating purchasing a
Netflix subscription for every
NU student to replace NUTV.”
When asked if this was the
only move that the department
recommended to curtail the
unacceptable levels of pre-pro-

Mesnell’s office has been
working hard to alleviate the
problem. “Up until last year,
students at Northwestern
had access to NUTV, which
brought cable TV to students
on campus. Last year, however, Northwestern decided
to terminate this program.”
Mesnell described how this
termination at first hampered
his department’s goals, and
continued, “Our office sees an
opportunity here, and we have

fessionalism on Northwestern’s
campus, Mesnell responded,
“Meeting your daily Netflix
quota of eleven-plus hours is
only the first step on the road
to recovery. We recommend
consuming between four and
seventy-two family size bags of
Cheetos per week. Additionally, students are strongly encouraged to meet the standard
consumption of at least four
sleeves of Oreos per hour.”
Jodi Smithens, Communi-

cations sophomore and Allison
resident, was shocked when
she heard the news. “I can’t
believe this announcement.
That Mesnell guy’s attitude
toward students is ridiculous.
I can’t believe he would have
the audacity to insinuate that
we don’t already watch at least
eleven hours of Netflix a day.
And I passed the ‘four-sleevesan-hour’ mark long ago.”
When confronted about
the many activist groups that
promote healthy eating and
being active, Mesnell quickly responded, “I hate those
groups. Always telling people to exercise and get off the
couch. Revolting. To fully
counter pre-professionalism,
we recommend that students
not leave their couch for any
reason, ever.”
The interview with Mesnell
was cut short when he informed us that he had only
watched five hours of Netflix
that day and was gravely behind.
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